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INTRODUCTION
Our Topic: Leadership and Leadership Development
This Talk Introduces the Five Part Series on ORGANIC LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Organic Leadership Development is study of how God develops leaders over time, in the context of life and
ministry, shaping them for a unique and ultimate contribution
He uses people, events and circumstances as tools.

ILLUSTRATION:
Consider the life of Peter

1.

He was introduced to Jesus by his brother, Andrew
>> John 1:35-42

This was the beginning of Peter’s relationship with Jesus.
To use church language, this was the time he was “born again.”
Can you recount that moment when Christ came in, and took control of
your life; when relationship with Jesus began!
2.

He brought Jesus home to his family.
>> Luke 4:38-39

The natural next step was for Peter to bring home and introduce Jesus to
his family. Jesus began immediately to impact the family, and the family
responded to Christ by serving Him. Has that happened in your family
under your leadership?
3.

He began to serve Jesus creatively in his business
>> Luke 5:1-7

Peter next took Jesus to his workplace. Peter found ways to use his business for
Kingdom purposes, and Jesus responded by blessing his business in extra-ordinary
ways.
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4.

He caught a vision for how the future could look?
>> Luke 5:8-11

Peter was not a theologian, he was a fisherman. Jesus gave him a reason to
believe that his life experience could be used for Kingdom service, and a new
kind of future.
5.

He then moved into training for future leadership.
>> Luke 6:12-14; Mark 3:13-19

Peter then moved to become an intentional Christ-follower, allowing Jesus
to use his life to influence others. He was chosen to be an apostle, learning to
be a leader for Jesus.
6.

He then moved into a dark night, when he confronts Himself and Christ
>> Matthew 26:31-35; Luke 22:54-62

Peter came face-to -face with who himself and how much Christ’s love needed to permeate
his doubts and inadequacy. It was here that Peter realized how dark his self-centeredness,
and how far he would go to protect his own life. He denied Christ three times.
7.

He reached a major turning point and transition in mid-life and discovery of his role
>> John 21:15-19

Peter had been trying to pursue a parallel strategy with his career and his
calling. Now Jesus asked him to principally bring his two worlds together and
realize that his calling was focused on his Kingdom contribution.
8.

He became a key, Kingdom leader
>> Acts 10; 2 Peter 1:12-18

Peter’s second half of his life was devoted to his role as a leader
in the advancement of Christ’s Kingdom. He didn’t make history as a
fisherman; he did as a Christ-follower and Kingdom leader.
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POINT: God is using the same tools in each of our lives as He used to shape Peter’s Life.
Hebrews 13:7, 8
Leadership Development Mandate
Assess - Discover - Imitate
Biblical command to study the lives of leader and to apply it to our own lives.
Dr. J. Robert Clinton has studied over 3000 historical, Biblical and contemporary leaders.
God uses a series of terrains… life landscapes… to shape our lives.
The shaping of a leader is more organic than programatic.
Organic means “derived from” it is a process, evolving over time.”
Definition - “Leader “ - Dr. J. Robert Clinton, The Making of a Leader
God given capacity, and a God given responsibility to INFLUENCE God’s people
towards God’s purposes. Leadership is tied to influenced not position.
Definition - “Leader” - Dr. Edwin Freedman, Generation to Generation
“A self defined person with a non-anxious presence.”
Leadership Development = study of influence + time
Leadership Development is the study of a leader’s capacity to influence, over time.
Preview of some of what some of the places where God shapes the influence of a leader:
FIVE TERRAINS… Places we go through… in route to finishing well.
We go through these terrains several times in the context of our lives.
Place where God takes leaders and shapes
HEADS…HANDS and HEARTS.
•

Transitions

•

Calling

•

Role

•

Longing

•

Growth
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Organic MAPPING

Transitions
In-between time
in development

Calling
Clarity of Purpose,
Values and Vision.

Role
Unique contribution
and gifting.

Longing
Heart formation and
deeper journey with
God.

Growth
Hungering for
more spiritual depth
and Bible knowledge.

TERRAINS

Five Terrains in which God shapes leaders and His Church.
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AND DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTERS

Calling
AND VISION

Role
AND CONTRIBUTION

Longing
AND
FORMATION

Growth

AND
BIBLE-CENTEREDNESS
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TERRAIN: Transitions
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives
Series TOPIC: Organic Leadership Development
Based on the research on how God shapes leader - Dr. J. Robert Clinton
Leadership: God given capacity, and a God given responsibility to INFLUENCE God’s people
towards God’s purposes. Leadership is tied to influenced not position. Organic Leadership
Development is the study of a leader’s capacity to influence, over time.
EXAMPLES of Leaders in Transition
Point: Every life will go through a series of transition in route to finishing well.
Transitions happen to committed Christ-followers.
Indicators: Restlessness, self-doubt, diminished self-confidence that persists.
Often times, the more you struggle for clarity, the more confusing it gets.

The Lifecycle of a Transition

FC

The Water Line
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Three Major Transitions
Leader go through a SERIES of
Development Phases
(See the NEXT Page>>
for greater explanation)
Transitions move a leader from
one leadership development phase
To another

Three Major Transitions

The CALL
The ROLE
The CONTRIBUTION
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AND DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTERS

Calling
AND VISION

Role
AND CONTRIBUTION

Longing
AND
FORMATION

Growth

AND
BIBLE-CENTEREDNESS
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TERRAIN: Calling
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives
Some thoughts about CALLING:
Calling needs to be seen as dynamic.
Calling is the recognition and awakening of your heart that God has a design.
Calling is an issues of differentiation - I takes courage to be yourself.
Luke 9: 51… Choices - Living Out His Mandate
Calling… finding and making your contribution in the expansion of
God’s Kingdom.
The biggest and more important word in leadership? _______
How do you decide what you are NOT going to do?

Three Questions:
Where have you Been?
Core Tool: __________________

Where am I Going?
Core Tool: __________________

Who Can Help Me Get there?
Core Tool: __________________

HOPE >>
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TERRAIN: Calling
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives

Personal Calling Statement

EXAMPLE STATEMENT >>

BEING… Biblical Purpose
What it describes?
It declares why you exist. It captures the heart of why you
live each day, and what your ongoing relationship
is to the advancement of the Kingdom of God. It is
more of a relational statement than one of desired
accomplishment.

THE BIBLICAL
PURPOSE
QUESTION: What
Scriptures has God
used to help you
clarify why you exist
and the purpose for
your life?

Why it is important?
It clarifies the non-negotiable. It tells what never
changes about who you are, regardless of your
circumstances. It defines your true-north!

VALUES
What they describe?
Values are those underlying assumptions and
core-convictions of a leader, helping to capture
their unique wiring and ways God has shaped his
or her views and approaches to life.

DOING… Personal Vision

Why are they important?
Values reflect an individuals bias and beliefs
that they bring to a team, decision-making and
how ministry ought to be done. Most relational
disagreements are centered around values.

What it describes?
Vision is the ability to see God’s preferable future.
It is a word picture describing a Christ- follower’s‘best understanding
to date of the good works which God has created the follower to do.
Why it is important?
Vision ignites passion! It motivates and captures a believer.
It describes what the heart yearns to see accomplished and what would
drive a believer to sacrificial living and obedience.

THE VISION
QUESTION: Based
upon the way God has
shaped you in your
past, what do you
believe God is calling
you to do for His
glory?
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Terry Walling (v.4.1) - Personal Calling Statement
BIBLICAL PURPOSE » MY FIRST Order of Calling

I live to glorify my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ (Romans 15:5,6).
I seek to personally experience the grace and truth of the Gospel (John 1:14),
in order to demonstrate an authentic walk with Christ to believers ensnared in religion and
unbelievers trapped in darkness.
I daily seek to live in the present, and to practice the presence of Christ.
To love life as it unfolds as well as to live out my ultimate destiny.
I will not miss out and I cannot fail if I daily surrender my life to Christ.

PERSONAL VISION » MY SECOND Order of Call
As I journey with Christ, I dedicate myself to creating ...
SAFE PLACES… transforming environments and experiences that will:
call forth and inflame God’s call and intentions for a life…
bring breakthrough in these lives… and challenge authentic, Christ-followers to make
their unique contribution for the Kingdom of God.
I therefore dedicate myself to building:
A safe place within myself (personal care, growth, lifelong learner)… safe-person/safe-leader.
A safe place within our home… A wife and kids who are safe for their worlds.
A safe place with a group of friends-colleagues… safe-growth community.
A series of safe place, reproducible environments that foster true, authentic Christ-followers.

LIFE MESSAGES/ VALUES » My Sacred Entrustments that Guide my Life!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People - My capacity to influence is based on relationship more than expertise.
Being + Doing - It is easier to do, but it is more important to be.
Community - Learning, living and doing life together.
Family - Robin and the kids are my significant ministry.
Continuous improvement - I value modeling a teachable spirit and doing it better
Missional churches - A different church for a different world
Authentic leadership - Real, life-change… everything rises and falls on real leaders.
Breakthrough - Becoming unstuck; moving from believers to Christ-followers.
Brave hearts - Courageous men and women who seize the day and bring hope.
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AND DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTERS

Calling
AND VISION

Role
AND CONTRIBUTION

Longing
AND
FORMATION

Growth

AND
BIBLE-CENTEREDNESS
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TERRAIN: Role
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives
•
•
•
•

Terrains are life landscapes.
Fulfillment comes as we each discover God’s unique plan for our lives.
God calls us each to steward the influence He has entrusted to us.
And the real issue we face is empowering others with what God
entrusts to us

“ Sweet Spot” … Major Role
Major Role is when God delivers himself, in a unique way,
Through a leader and his or her life. It is the authentic expression
of an individuals life to expand God’s Kingdom.
It is the brings together of a leader’s
Spiritual Gifts
Natural Abilities
Acquired Skills
Major Role is a 1-2 sentence that describes your
unique contribution.
Most people do not know what they contribute.

Three Questions
1.

What do I do (Major Role)?

2.

How do I do it (Effective Methods)?

3.

What if I did it Intentionally (Contribution Types)?

MAJOR ROLE
Why Important?
Role >> Methods >> What You can give to Others .. Legacy
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TERRAIN: Role
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives
“ Sweet Spot” … Legacy
1. Major Role is key in decision-making.
2. Where possible, especially later on in life, choose assignments to help you
practice your Major Role.
3. Major Role helps clarify your role on a team.
4. Clarifying role helps to surface first steps toward toward legacy.
Older leaders need to give intentional thought about the exchange…
empowering others
30s leaders…
45+ leaders…
55+leaders…

Example: Walling
Major Role ….What I do:
I pioneer change by creating environments and resources that cause
breakthrough.
I focus on risking-taking leaders and create environments and resources that
accelerate breakthrough in their lives, exhorting them to take the next step in
moving toward making their ultimate contribution for God’s Kingdom.
I am a …
pioneer, catalytic-inspirer, resource innovator and promoter.
Major Role is not just about ministry!
Five Life Domains
•
•
•
•
•

Personal
Family
Vocational
Church/Kingdom
Community

Example: Next Page >>
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Enhanced PERSONAL Calling Statement

Terry Walling (v.4.1) - PART TWO
MAJOR ROLE … What I Do!
I facilitate and coach break-through moments for committed Christ-followers. In particular I
focus on risk-taking leaders and create environments and resources that accelerate
breakthrough in their lives, exhorting them to take the next step in moving toward
making their ultimate contribution for God’s Kingdom.
I am a … pioneer, catalytic-inspirer, resource innovator and team leader.
EFFECTIVE METHODS …How I do it!
I innovate new resources – producing leader development tools that catalyze leaders
and Christ-followers toward a greater passion for God and leader effectiveness.
I give permission by modeling authentic freedom - a willingness to live my life out, in front
of those I seek to influence and lead, giving individuals a safe place and permission to
take their next step in a journey with Christ.
I facilitative discovery - a process approach that allows people to discover and align
themselves with the will of God.
I build reproducible, learning communities that coach leaders - a series of places where
those I seek to lead can gain the ministry and character formation required to influence others
for Christ.
CONTRIBUTION TYPES … What it could look like if I did it… The APEX!
Writer ... I would bring a series of new ideas to life, for apostolic and strategic leaders,
helping them to breakthrough the obstacles and barriers that hold them back.
Promoter... I would bring as many new, apostolic, strategic leaders into contact with new
ideas and concepts related to leader development, and I will continually design new ways
to multiply the impact of those ideas to as many leaders as God allows me to reach.
LEGACY…In the end, I seek to leave behind ...
a life that lived the message...
a family that loved the Lord...
a transparency that stood the test of accountable friendships,
and a whole generation of leaders and Christ-followers who have experienced
breakthrough in their journeys with God, and who are passionate to advance the work of
God in my and their lifetimes.
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TERRAIN: Longing
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives

The Interior Journey
DEVELOPMENTAL SPIRITUALITY
Leaders go through a series of Development Phases.
Ministry Maturity has two-parts
Second half of Ministry Maturity God often surfaces
life-maturing issues (overlap)
Turning Point: The challenge to go deeper
Issue: Dependency and Intimacy with Christ

Longing …issues of the soul and interior
Journey of a leader.

Interior
Journey

Avoidance >> Burnout
Psalm 78:72 … Doing AND Being… both!
But are you living on yesterday’s journey and voice?
There comes a time when God often begins to p
ull back so we will chase Him.

Stages of the Journey
Janet O. Hagberg

WHY?
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TERRAIN: Longing
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives

Dark Night of the Soul

Interior
Journey
Influence >>
Spiritual Authority>>
Character Formation>>
Wounding >>

Dark Night - Acceptance from God
Dark Night - Voice Recognition
Dark Night - Relationship
Dark Night - Love of God
Dark Night - Finishing Well

Nearly all the wisdom we possess, that is to say
true sound wisdom, consists of two parts: the
knowledge of God and the knowledge of
ourselves.
--- John Calvin
“I desire to know God and the soul.” “Nothing
more?” Nothing whatever.” ---- Augustine

The end-result of the Dark Night >>
Spiritual Authority
The worst of who we are creates the
ability to see and know the best of
the character of God .

“Nothing is more helpful to reduce pride that
the actual experience of self-knowledge. If we
are discouraged by it, we have misunderstood
its meaning.” ---- Thomas Keating
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TERRAIN: Longing
Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives

Spiritual Formation
Overview

1. The goal of spiritual formation is a mature love relationship with God. Personal holiness,
ministry effectiveness, and personal wholeness are all results of a transforming union with God.
The process of spiritual formation is accomplished by the work of the Holy Spirit within the
believer in conjunction with the believer's intentional cooperation.
2. Spiritual Formation should be holistic formation - how people become Christian and live in
faith. It is erroneous that people can behave as though the spiritual part of a person is a
separate component that can be worked and developed in isolation from the rest of the person.
3 Spiritual formation happens best in an actual community. A community of trust, truth and
clear expectations fosters the courage to be obedient to God's calling. A spiritual formation
community must express vulnerability, availability, and accessibility.
Ultimately, facilitating spiritual formation must happen in the local church.
4. The creation of a Spiritual Formation Team that is missional in nature. Its purpose must be
to impact the church culture but team members must also live their personal lives in a
missional way. (By "missional," we mean the intentional effort of the team member to share the
ministry of spiritual formation beyond the boundaries of Imago Christi.)
5. The relationship between Spiritual Formation and leadership development: Spiritual
formation is the lens through which we understand leadership development rather than a part
or one aspect of it.
Healthy Christian leadership is a response to and an expression of the call and work of God.
Therefore, "followership" to Christ is the core of Christian leadership. The call to love and obey
Jesus is the most basic call in ministry. Only a genuinely Christian spiritual formation can serve
as the engine for biblical leadership.
At a most personal level spiritual formation research and development should arise out of
weakness and an awareness of one’s own need, not one’s competence or strength. In the same
way, suffering is affirmed as an important way that God forms us.
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TERRAIN: Growth

Source: Stages of Faith
Don. Willett

Places Where God Takes Leaders to Shapes Their Lives
A change of paradigm… the developing of those we lead
More than a program… its developing the capacity to lead and bring influence.
In Paul’s there was a sense of Christ’ presence and spiritual authority on his life.
He therefore said… “follow me as I follow Christ.”
Few Leaders _________________ .
Spiritual Growth > Bible-centeredness
Psalm 119:105ff.
Take the Oath
The fifth Terrain is Organic Spiritual growth
It describes a spiritual growth that moves a Christ-follower from child-like faith.. to young
warrior.…to a matured walk with Jesus Christ.
Key focus… becoming a Bible-centered Leader
Four Characteristics of a Bible-centered Leader
1. Their leadership is informed by the Bible (decision-making, opportunities, leadership
selection, etc.)
2. Their life is personally shaped by Biblical leadership values (integrity, handling
people, benchmarks, etc.)
3. They have grasped the intent of Scripture in such a way as to apply it to current
situations (insight, hidden issues, etc.)
4. They use the Bible in ministry to impact their followers
Breakthrough CONCEPT: The Idea of CORE
The Books that have most informed your life in Christ
The passages that you run to
Bible character and mentors
The Paradigm: Master Your Core Books
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Verbatim

Highlight
from

VERBATIM

Influence that Last.

The Concept of CORE
During the first five years of ministry…
a leader’s core items or portions of Scripture appear in
seed form.
During the first ten years of ministry…
the vast majority of core items and books will have both
surfaced and used.
Core Items consist of:

Implementation
resources
available at:
www.leaderbreakthru/verbatim

•
•
•
•
•

Core verses
Core passages or chapters
Core characters
Core stories or psalms
Core books

Leaders are called to master the text so that it can
master them.
Most leaders are not actually aware that a set of core
passages and books have begun to emerge in their lives
and ministry, nor do they identify and begin to
intentionally use these core items in their influence of
others.
Impact Using the Word
Why is the The Core paradigm helpful living out the
commitment to be a Bible-centered leader?
1. It builds on your strengths, but takes into account
weaknesses.
2. It allows for your study to be an individualized
process- fitting one’s uniqueness and passion.
3. It is doable, in that you are setting goals in an arena
you are familiar with, then establishing goals which
challenge you to move beyond.
4. It is reproducible. A leader ought to always be
modeling and challenging other leaders in their
commitment to God’s Word.
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Bible Mastery Plan
EXAMPLE
One Leader’s Core Items
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The Next generation of

resources!
FIRST… A Concise
Content READER

SECOND… A Web-site
for how-to Resources

Contains the core concepts and
essentials related to becoming a
Bible-centered leader, drawn
from the research and teaching of
Dr. J. Robert Clinton, summarized
by Terry Walling.

How-to Worksheets, Exercises,
applications, helps, best-practice on
how to apply and make verbatim
user-friendly. And always available
for your ongoing learning and the
resourcing of others.

Core Paradigm and Content
that Never Changes!

Best Practice Implementation
That’s Always Updating!

Verbatim gives You -- the-- Best of Both Worlds!

verbati
m
verbatim

Content
Reader

WebResourcing

Includes Updates of both Content Reader and Ongoing Website Access for Life!
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For PASTORS… How to Implement / Leadership Development Mentoring Plan
Example: Walling – 2007-2008
Model »» Jesus’ Circles of Influence » The Few… The Group… the Many
1.

Leadership Development - Mentoring Individuals
One-on-One time with individuals – plus – Phone /face-to-face coaching
Tools: LifePlanning-Transition-APEX-Focused Living-Flipin Assessment
End-result: Greater Clarity, Focus and a Personal Growth Plan
a.
Leadership Team
i.
Pat Lillie
ii.
Jodi George
iii.
Jayson Nash
iv.
Mike O’Brien
b.

Few
Group
Many

Current Ministry Leaders
i.
Danny / Joy Atinkson
ii.
Rick / Annette Herzoff
iii.
Jeanie Graham
1.
Rich Verkyl
2.
Sandi Padgett
3.
Leo/Cathy Frost
4.
Larry and Betsy Hobbs

c.

2.

Former Leaders / Outside Leaders
i.
Bob Keller / Leslie Keller
ii.
Dave & Laurie DeBock
iii.
Rod & Gail Grap
iv.
Tom Mount
v.
Chris Reyes
Leadership Development - Mentoring Group (Emerging Leaders) Mentoring Group – 1x
monthly – dinner @ Walling’s and discussion/learning - Introduction to Spiritual Journey, God’s
Shaping, Christ-follower Profile
Tool: Eight Concepts, Focused Living Retreat (Discovery)- Tailored
End-result: Initial clarity, self-feeding skills, direction+ MC role
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Shawn & Loretta
Ryan & Abby
Kevin & Jennifer
Danny & Joy
Cameron & Andrea

3.

Leadership Development – Large Group Experiences – 3 Yearly
a.
Discovery Workshop
b.
Transition Workshop (Introduction to Leadership Development)
c.
Lead Dev / Spiritual Formation Weekend/series >> Larry, Jodi
End-result: Exposure, situational help, hunger for more. Fishing Pool for Ment. Group
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www.leaderbreakthru.com

RESOURCES

Leader Breakthru offers the
best in Leadership to be used
in your personal development,
with your team, your group or
with church leaders.

TRAINING EVENTS
Breakthru events are
facilitative, experiential, and
discovery based. They include:
Focused Living Retreat, Ignite,
Transition, APEX and the
Breakthru Expedition

COACHING
Breakthru Coaching offers
Coaching packages
designed just for you.
Coaching clusters offer peer
coaching environments at its
best.

BREAKTHRU
COACHING

LIFE PLANNING
Two-day, one-on-one leader
Consultations.

THE CLINTON INSTITUTE
Leader Breakthru is in
partnership with Dr. J. Robert
Clinton and sponsor of the
J.Robert Clinton Institute.

Check the Website for Training Event
Dates, Coaching Packages and
NEW resources added daily!
www.leaderbreakthru.com
leaderbreakthru.com
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